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BECAUSE of many requests, I wish to publish the following 
numerical table of results for the equation of state of l\aCI 

as calculated in an earlier paper' along with a few comments on 
various proposed equations for NaCl. Table I gives the pressure 
in kilobars at the corresponding values of !!.a/ao and temperature 
in the appropriate row and column. The parameter !!.a/ao is the 
fractional compression of the lattice parameter where the standard 
value ao is the appropriate lattice parameter at 7.ero pressure and 
25°C. The increments between the values given in the table were 
chosen such that one can linearly interpolate between the tabu
lated values to an accuracy of better than 0.02 kbar. 

In recent years several equations have been proposed to give 
the volume change vs pressure for NaCI at room temperature.>·3 
A comparison of these equations and the results in Table I is given 
in Fig. 1 along with experiment:tl measurements by Bridgman,4 
Christian,' and Perez-Albuerne and Drickamer.3 This figure gives 
the differences in !!. V /Vo of the respective equations or experi
mental measurements at a specified pressure to the!!. V /Vo calcu
lated in Ref.·1. at that pressure. Experimental values of NaCI 
compression have been measured by Jeffery c/ at ." at the pressure 
of the bismuth I-II phase transition. If the value of 25.4 khar' is 
accepted for the lli.I-TI transition, then Jeffery's measurement of 
!!.I' /1'0= -O.084±0.02 for the compression of NaCI at this tran
sition gives one point at which hoth P and V are simultaneously 
khOwn. This point is shown by the large square in Fig. I. It is 
noted. that all results agree to within the accuracy of the x-ray 
measurement at 25.4 kl,ar except Murnaghan's crluaiion em
ploying parameters frol11 sound velocity measurcments ilY 
Bartles and Schuele.s The same Murnaghan equation dClinitdy 
gives too small a compression at high pressures . If one cho{Jst'o a 
value of Bo'=4.60 rather than the 5.35 reported by Bartles and 
Schuele, the resulting Murnaghan equation is in good agreement 

with the experimental data at low pressures. Bo' is the pressure 
derivative of the bulk modulus and is assumed to be independent 
of pressure in Murnaghan's equation. Even with the smaller choice 
of Bo', the Murnaghan equation appears to become definit~ly 
less accurate at high pressures. 

It is concluded that the value of Bo' given by Bartles and 
Schuele is probably too large and that Bo' for NaCI must vary with 
pressure, making the Murnaghan equation a poor equation of sta te 
at higher pressures. The experimental data is, however, too scat
tered to make a choice between the equations of Perez-Albuerne 
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FrG. 1. Comparison of calculated and I1lCasllf(,ci cOlnrrc":;:--ion'" as a fllllrlioll 
o~ prf'SSlIrc for ;\.'",,(,1. TIlt" or. lil1illf' is .lV/ tlo calculiltl'd by 1)I't~kl'r 11111111..; 
6. V / 1'0 calculated or 1I11,;,-.:':liITd by nlilrrs. Clln't' A is nlurllilj.!han·~ t'qll.llllllI 

with Bo and Hu' ldk('11 (Ull11 }{l'i. 3. Curn" 13 is ~Itlrnaghali's t'qll,ttinll witl l 
Bo as in r\ but DO' =4.60. Curn' C is calculated by Pl'rez-.\lh lll'rlW and 
Drickamer. R('f. 3. 0 smoothed data from Bridgman , Uti. 4. X nH',l"'un'. 
In(''nts by Perc7.· .\lbut!rne and DrickaJ1wr, }{l'f. 3. 0 d~·namic rnraSllrCI1H'Tlts 
by Christian, Ref. 5. 8 measlIrement b)' Jeffery cl aI. , Ref. 6. 
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